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For a Banach space E, we prove that the Frkhet space &(E) is the strong dual 
of an (LB)-space, (Ub(E), which leads to a linearization f the holomorphic 
mappings of bounded type. It is also shown that the holomorphic functions defined 
on (DFC)-spaces are of uniformly bounded type. c 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
In this article we deal with two kinds of boundedness for holomorphic 
mappings. First, we prove that the space X,,(U) of all holomorphic func- 
tions defined on a balanced open subset U of a normed space E which are 
bounded on U-bounded sets, endowed with its natural topology, is 
isomorphic to the strong dual of an (LB)-space, (Pb( U). Thanks to this 
space, we may obtain a linearization device for &( U, F) (F a Banach 
space) in the sense that & (U, F) = 9(‘$, (U), F). 
The second section of this paper includes a generalization fa result of 
Colombeau and Mujica [3] for (DFM)-spaces; i.e., every holomorphic 
function defined on a (DFC)-space E is of uniformly bounded type, that is, 
for each f~ H(E), there is an absolutely convex 0-neighbourhood V in E 
such that ME&. We also prove that (S(E), zO) coincides with 
h. Xb(EY), where TV denotes the compact-open topology. This result 
holds for the case of real indefinitely differentiable functions as well. As 
a by-product, we obtain that an extension property of holomorphic 
mappings, due to Meise and Vogt [ 111 for (DFM)-spaces, remains true for 
(DFC)-spaces. 
We refer to [lo] for the general theory of locally convex spaces and to 
[4] for the theory of infinite dimensional holomorphy. 
1. LINEARIZATION OF HOLOMORPHIC MAPPINGS OF BOUNDED TYPE 
The existence for a given locally convex space E of a second locally 
convex space F such that F’ = E and having some additional properties has 
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been shown useful to obtain results in infinite dimensional holomorphy. 
Recall that the proof of the completeness ofthe space X(K) of the germs 
of holomorphic functions, K being a compact subset of a Frechet space, 
was substantially simplified by Mujica [ 121 using the predual of the (LB)- 
space X(K) (see (A) below). Again by considering the existence ofpredual, 
Ansemil and Dineen [l] and the authors [7] proved that in the setting of 
the metrizable s parable locally convex spaces, every locally determining 
subset for analytic functions contains a converging sequence which is still 
locally determining. Thus the existence ofpredual of a locally convex space 
seems to have some interest. In this ense the following isa basic result due 
to Mujica and Nachbin [16] which generalizes r ults ofDixmier [5] and 
Ng [17]. (A) “Let X= lh, X, be an inductive limit of Banach spaces X,. 
Assume that a Hausdorff locally convex topology z exists on X such that 
the unit ball B, of every X, is z-compact. Consider Y : = {u E X’ 1 u 1 B, is 
r-continuous Va} endowed with the topology of the uniform convergence 
on the sets B,. Then the evaluation mapping J: X-+ Y,’ is a topological 
isomorphism, where Yl denotes the inductive dual of Y, i.e., Y ’ = hi V Y;o, 
V 0-neighbourhood inY.” 
Since in quite general situations (thanks to the Monte1 theorem or even 
better, to the ArzelaaAscoli theorem) the compact-open topology 70 on 
spaces of holomorphic functions satisfies theconditions for T required in 
(A), these spaces are good candidates tohave a predual. 
Let E and F be two complex Banach spaces and U g E an open nonvoid 
set. Mujica in [ 141 considers the Banach space X”(U) : = {f: U--+ @ 1 fis 
holomorphic and bounded} and its predual, G”(U) (i.e., GX( U)’ = 
2 “(U)), and he proves the existence ofa bounded holomorphic mapping 
g,: U-+ G"(U) such that for every f~x""(U, F), there is a unique 
7jf E y(G”( U), F) satisfying Tf 0g, =f: Moreover the mappingf-, Tfis an 
isometric somorphism between X’“( U, F) and Y(G”( U), F). 
This section concerns a question, inspired by the work of J. Mujica 
[12, 141, for the space y%( U, F) := {f: U + F ) f is holomorphic and 
bounded on U-bounded sets, i.e., f is of bounded type ). Let us recall that 
a set A c U is U-bounded if it is bounded and has positive distance to the 
boundary of U. Xb( U, F) will always carry the topology of the uniform 
convergence on the U-bounded sets. 
Isidro [9] and Ansemil and Ponte [2] have proved that if U is a 
balanced set, then Xb (U)k( may be described asan (LB)-space. On the other 
hand, if we apply (A) to the space X= Xb (E), we get its corresponding 
predual Y. So it seems natural to ask if Y has an (LB)-structure. Herewe 
construct an (LB)-space, ‘&, (U), whose strong dual coincides with Xb ( U) 
and we prove that the predual of &(U) found by means of Mujica’s 
method, endowed with the structure of inductive limit “induced” by 
&(U);?, coincides with (P,,(U) (see Proposition 1). The space ‘!I$,( U) 
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yields a linearization of holomorphic mappings of bounded type in a 
manner similar to that of G”(U). 
In the sequel E will denote a normed space, U a nonvoid open subset of 
E, and &(U) the Frechet space of all holomorphic functions ofbounded 
type defined on U, endowed with its natural topology. 
Let us recall the following definitions given in [2, 91. 
DEFINITION 1. Let V be a bounded neighbourhood of the origin in E. 
If PEY(“E) we define lIPI/.:= sup,,,)P(x)l. 
For PEG’, we define II,41v:= supllpllv~l Ib,f’)l. 
DEFINITION 2. For each I’ c U and each r, 0 < r < 1, we define 
such that 1) pL, II yd Cr”, Vn E N u (0) 
II(& v,r := sup{r~nll~Jlv: n E N} defines a norm in S,(V). 
(S,(V), 11. (I v,r) is a Banach space. 
From now on we will assume that U is a balanced open set and VC U 
is a U-bounded balanced open subset of U. 
By [2,9], Y&(U)’ is algebraically isomorphic to lir~,, S,( I’) and the 
isomorphism Yu:~~,,S,(I’)+X~(U) is given by !P((p,))(f)= 
C,"=, (~,,,f'~(f)L where (~~)~lim,,S,(V),f~~(U), and pn(f) is the 
m-homogeneous Taylor polynomial off at 0. 
For any Vc U we put D(V) := (~.E&(U)‘IXE V}. 
LEMMA 1. According to the isomorphism quoted above, given V c U, and 
r, 0 < r < 1, such that (l/r) V is U-bounded, we have that D(V) is contained 
in the unit ball of S,((l/r) V . 
Proof: Put IV: = (l/r) V. If x E V and P E g(“E), we have 1 P(x)1 =
( P(x/r)l rn < II P 11 W. r”, hence IIS, I pCnEJ I] W < r” and this means that 
llbLl,,w,)II w,,d1. I 
Construction of the Space y,(U) 
Select WAcN a fundamental sequence of U-bounded sets and an 
increasing sequence { rm },, N, 0 < r,,, < 1, such that lim, _ a, r,,, = 1 and 
Vm~r,Vm+,. According to Lemma 1, D( V, ) is contained in Srm (V, + , ) 
so we define the Banach space E, as the closed vector subspace of 
SJ vm + 1 ) generated by D( V,) with the induced norm. 
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Since 11 p(1 V,+2 < 11 p(I V,+, and Y, < rn+l, we have that the canonical 
is continuous. Thus the injection zec$n S,(~,+l.)-S,,+,(~,+z) . 
{k)iy,’ 
is contmuous and we may construct the inductive limit of 
lim, Em,, which we will denote 5&,(U). Obviously 
(Pb(WCy%(U)‘. 
It is easily seen that if (X, t) : = l&i, (X,,, t,) is boundedly retractive (i.e., 
every bounded set B in (X, t) is contained in some X, and (B, t) = (B, t, )) 
and Y is a subspace of A’, then the inductive limit (Y, t’) := 
a, (X, n Y, 1,) is also boundedly retractive. Since Z;(U);= 
l&, Sr,( V,) and it is boundedly retractive [9, Corollary 23, it follows 
that !&,(.U) is also boundedly retractive and its bounded sets carry the 
strong topology /3( Xb ( U)‘, Xb (U)). 
PROPOSITION 1. The mapping T: &(U) -+ ‘$,(U)’ defined by Tf (p) : = 
G4f >, for eoery peVb(U), and every f E Xb( U) is an algebraic 
isomorphism. 
ProoJ The above isomorphism Y implies that Tf: S,(V) -+ @ is 
continuous for every r and V. Thus the restriction Tf:E, -+ C: is also 
continuous, owe see that Tf E ‘!&,(U)‘. 
T is injective because if Tf = 0, then ( Tf, 6, ) =f (x) = 0 Vx E U. 
Let us consider i: U+ (Pb( U) defined by i(x) : = 6, Vx E U. Since 
i: U -+ l&,, S,(V) is G-holomorphic and it maps the U-bounded sets into 
the unit balls of the E,‘s, it follows that i: CT+ v,,(U) is holomorphic, 
because the bounded subsets of (P,,(U) have the strong topology b(&( U)‘, 
#j(U)). T is an onto mapping: Indeed, if (PE(P~(U)‘, then (poi~&(U) 
and T(cp o i)(6,) = (6,, cp 0 i) = cp 0 i(x) = (~(6,). This means that for every 
m E N the continuous linear functions T(cp 0 i)l E, and cp ( E, coincide in 
D( V, ), hence T(cp 0 i)l E, = cp I Em. Thus T(q 0 i) = cp and T is onto. 1 
Remark 1. This proposition can be also stated in the following 
way : There is a holomorphic mapping i: U -+ (Pb( U) of bounded type 
such that for every fo &(U) there is a unique Tf E ‘&,(U)’ which makes 
commutative the diagram 
THEOREM 1. Let F be a Banach space. If for every f E Xb( U, F), 
Tf:‘$,(U)+F” is defined by (Tf)(p)($):= (p,+of) for all FE&,(U) 
and all $ E I;‘. Then Tf E Y(!&,( U), F) and the mapping T: Zb( U, F) + 
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.9’((Pb (U), F) is a topological isomorphism when L?(‘$3b (U), F) is endowed 
with the topology of the unlyorm convergence on bounded sets. 
In particular y%(U) is isomorphic to (‘&(U))b. 
Proof: Clearly Tf(p) EF” for all /.i E (J&(U). If A c (Pb( U) is a bounded 
set, A is a Xb( U)b-bounded set according to the comment preceding 
Proposition 1. Therefore, there exist z > 0 and V’c U such that 
A = {s~Y%(W II gll v< a}“. Take i > 0 such that 11 Jf(x)il 6 c( for every 
XE V. Now, if PEA 
So we have seen that Tf(A) is a bounded set and this leads to the 
continuity ofTf because (Pi,(U) is a bornological locally convex space. We 
also observe that if (I f(x)11 6 a Vx E V then I( Tf(p)ll d 1 VP E A. This gives’ 
the continuity ofT. 
Actually, Tfis F-valued. Indeed, since Tf(S,)($) = (6,x, @ cf) = $(f(x)) 
and f(x) E F, we have Tf(c?,) EF. Moreover Tf(E,) = Tf(lin D( V,)) c 
lin Tf(D( V,)) c F, hence Tf(,a) EF for all p E (Pb( U). 
For all Q E 3?(qb (U), F) we have T(b 0 i) = 4 because (6,: xE U} 
is a total subset of (P,,(U) (i being the mapping defined in the proof of 
Proposition 1). Thus T is an onto mapping. We also deduce that 
{&W&(U)> F)I IIOIID,Y~ < 1 j c T{~E Xb( U, F) 1 IlSll y < 1 }, which means 
that T is an open mapping. 1 
Remark 2. For every fE Zb (U, F), there is a unique Tf E Y(‘pb (U), F) 
such that Tf 0 i =,f: 
Let us describe briefly the predual of sb( U) obtained by Mujica’s 
method. Choose a fundamental family {B, > of absolutely convex bounded 
subsets of Y&(U) which are z,-compact and consider 
G,(U) : = (11 EXb (U); ) p is z,-continuous on B, for every a}. 
It follows from (A) that (G,,(U)): = Hb (U). 
Recalling the representation of the strong dual of y%(U), Zb( U)> = 
h, S,( V,) [9], we wonder whether the inductive structure “induced” by 
Xb (U); on G,(U) yields a predual of sb (U) and its relation with ‘!J.Jb (U).
This is the goal of the next proposition. 
Put T,( V) : = S,(V) n G,(U) endowed with the II ./) v,.-topology and 
consider z the topology on Gb (U) defined by b “, rT,( V) = @, T,,( V,). 
PROPOSITION 2. (Gb (U), z) = 5&,(U). 
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Proof. Since D( V,) c Gb (U) for all m E N and D( V,) c Unit Ball of 
S,( I’,, ,), it follows that T(D( I’,))” lVm+l,‘m c Unit Ball of T,,( V,,,, 1). 
So the canonical injection E, + Tr,( V, + i) is continuous and 
Cpb( U) + (Gb( U), z) is continuous as well. 
Given Vc U, we have D(V)” = {f~ Xb (U) 1 11 f 11 Vd 1 }, where ’ denotes 
the polar set for the dual pair ( Gb (U), &(U)). Therefore 
{f=fw)I llfll “Q l}O=D( ~)““=qqI/))“‘Gb’U’. Jyb(U)). 
Since G,(u)~ WfWL y%WHIGb,u, )’ = Xb( U), we have, by the 
Hahn-Banach theorem, 
Choose m E N such that /I(&,( U)‘, &(U)), and 11. I/ Vm+,,,, coincide on 
the /?(Y& (U)‘, Xb (U))-bounded set T(D( V))~(~Fb(u)‘~ .xb(u)) = D( V)O” and 
such that T/c V,. 
Now, for each r, 0 < r < 1, we note that (1 - r) . Unit Ball of 
T,.(V)c {f~%~(U)l IlfljV< l}“=T(D(V))” “‘~,t~.~m,,T(D(I/,))“.“~m+l,~m. 
But this means that the canonical injection T,( I’) -+ E, is continuous, 
hence (Gb (U), z) is continuously embedded in !I$,( U). 1 
Now we turn our attention tothe algebraic structure ofY%(E). Is there 
any relation between 5&,(E) and the (continuous) pectrum of &(E), i.e., 
the algebraic homomorphisms of &(E)? The answer to this question 
confirms that their elationship is essentially inear. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let E be a Banach space with the approximation 
property. Let y : Xb(E) -+ @ be a homomorphism. Then the following are 
equivalent. 
(a) y is an evaluation atsome point in E. 
(b) Y E ‘G(E). 
(c) y is z,-continuous n the bounded subsets of Zb(E). 
Proof: Only (c) * (a) need be shown. 
Since the topologies 5.and a(E’, E) coincide on the equicontinuous 
subsets of E’, it follows that y is weakly continuous on the equicontinuous 
subsets of E’. Hence, by the Grothendieck completeness theorem [lo], 
there is XE E such that y(x’) = x’(x) for every x’ E E’. Then we have 
that y(P) = P(x) for all continuous polynomials of finite type P, 
P = Cr=, ai(xj)m’, aiEC, rn;eN, x~EE’. 
According to the Banach-Dieudonne theorem for the space Y(“E) [ 15, 
Theorem 2.11 the compact-open topology r. is the finest opology on 
Y(“E) which coincides with the topology of simple convergence on each 
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equicontinuous subset of p(“‘E). Therefore, because y is z,-continuous on 
the equicontinuous subsets of 9(“E) by assumption, it follows that y is 
t,-continuous on 9( “E). Moreover, the approximation property implies 
that for a given polynomial P E p(“E), there is a net {P,} c 9(“E) of 
polynomials of finite type which t,-converges to P. Then, clearly, 
Y(P) = P(x). 
Now, since for each f~ Xb(E) the partial sums of its Taylor series 
constitute a bounded set in Xb(E) and r,-converges tof, we see that 
Y(f) =f(x). I 
2. HOLOMORPHIC MAPPINGS OF UNIFORMLY BOUNDED TYPE 
In [3] Colombeau and Mujica proved that each entire function on a 
(DFM)-space E can be factorized as an entire function of bounded type on 
the normed space E, for a suitable absolutely convex 0-neighbourhood V 
in E. We generalize this result to (DFC)-spaces, i.e., duals of Frtchet spaces 
endowed with the topology of compact convergence (spaces of the form 
E = FL, where F is a Frechet space). Our generalization mainly depends on 
the fact hat (DFC)-spaces are k-spaces [13]. It is worthwhile to mention 
that locally convex spaces which are k-spaces and have a fundamental 
sequence of absolutely convex compact sets are (DFC)-spaces [18, 
Proposition 8.3.531. 
Let E and F be two real or complex locally convex spaces. We denote 
by d(E, F) the space of all indefinitely differentiable mappings from E into 
F. Observe that in the complex case Q(E, F) = X(E, F), b(E, F) will be 
endowed with the topology of uniform convergence of the mappings and 
their derivatives on all compact subsets of E. If X and Y are real or com- 
plex normed spaces, then a mapping f~ &(A’, Y) is said to be of bounded 
type if and its derivatives arebounded on all bounded subsets of A’. The 
space &,(A’, Y) of all these mappings will be endowed with the topology of 
uniform convergence of the mappings and their derivatives on the bounded 
subsets of A’. In the complex case, &(X, Y) coincides with Xb(X, Y) 
defined in Section 1. 
We recall that a mappingfE &(E, F) is called of uniformly bounded type 
if there xist an absolutely convex 0-neighbourhood V in E, an absolutely 
convex bounded subset B of F, and 7~ $(E,, -F,) such that the diagram 
is commutative. 
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The space &, (E, E’) of all indefinitely differentiable mappings of 
uniformly bounded type from E into F will be endowed with the locally 
convex inductive topology given by &Uub(E, F)= l&~ v,B $(E,, FB). 
S&,(E, F) is the standard notation for ~9’“~ (E, F) in the complex case. 
LEMMA 2. Let E be a (DFC)-space and let F be a metrizable ocally 
convex space. Let (f;)i,, c &‘(E, F) be a convergent sequence. Then there 
exist an absolutely convex 0-neighbourhood V in E, an absolutely convex 
bounded subset B of F, and a double sequence (P,,,~),,,~ N v I0), Tt N of positive 
numbers such that 
dmfi(rV)(Vx “: x V)cp,,,,B 
for allj,rEN, mENu{O}. 
Proof: Let (K,),, N be a fundamental sequence of absolutely convex 
compact subsets of E such that nK, c K,+ r for all n E N. For each 
jEN, mENu(O}, we define the mapping t+h,“:E~“.t!‘xE+F by 
II/,” (x,Y, 9 ...? ~m)=d”f,(x)(~,~ -.,Y,). 
We claim that (+C/),E N is equicontinuous. 
Since E x “.t!‘x E is a (DFC)-space [S], it is a k-space, hence it is 
enough to show that (IC/,m)je N is quicontinuous on the compact subsets of 
E x “.t!’ x E. Consider a compact subset L of E, (a, b,, “.., b ) E 
E x “!+.I x E, E > 0, and a continuous eminorm p on F. By the Ascoli 
theorem [6, Theorem 8.2.101, since (d”f,),, N is uniformly convergent on 
the compact subsets of E, it follows that (dmJ)iGN is equicontinuous, so 
there xists an a-neighbourhood W in E such that 
p(d”f;(z)(t,, . . . . t ) - d”f;(a)(t,, .-, t,,,)) <c/2 
for all ZE W, (tl, ... t,)ELx .?!! x L, j E N. Again using the Ascoli theorem 
for (d’Yfi(a)),.. we can find a (b,, .. . . b,)-neighbourhood W, in E x /! x E 
such that 
p(d*Yj(a)(t,, . . . t ) - d”&(a)(b,, . . .b,,,)) < 42 
for all (t, . . . . t, ) E W,, j E N. Therefore, we have 
p(d”Yj(z)(t,, . . . . t,) - d”f,(a)(b,, . . . . b,)) < E 
for all (z, t,, .. . . t,)E(Wx W,)n(Lxyf!‘xL), jEN. This completes the 
claim. 
Let wn~nEN be a decreasing basis of absolutely convex O-neigh- 
bourhoods in F. Since (I,+:),, N, i= 0, . . . n, n E N, is equicontinuous and 
Kn x ‘;c.!) x K, is compact, there exists an open absolutely convex 
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0-neighbourhood V,, in E such that U,Z=, $:((K, + V,) x ‘T.!‘x (K, + V,)) 
is bounded in F,. Hence there is I.,>0 such that Il/i((K,+ V,)x’+!‘x 
(K,,+ V,))cl,U,, for alljEN, i=O, l,..., n.
Set V : = fi,“=, (K, + (l/n) V,, , ). We shall prove that V is open. Since 
E is a k-space, it is sufficient to prove that Vn L is open in L, for each 
compact subset L of E. Because (K,,),, N is a fundamental sequence of 
compact subsets of E, there exists n”~ N such that L c Z&, hence 
LcKz+(lln) Vntl for all n 3 n,. Therefore, we have Vn L = 
(n;=, (K,+(l/n) V,+,))nL, which is open in L. 
Now, since rVcnVcnK,,+ V,,+l~K,,+,+ Vn+, for r<n, rEN(,‘we 
have that 
dmfi(rV)(Vx !Y! x V) 
=-&d”lf,(rV)(rVx It! xrV) 
forallm<n+l,m~Nu{O}.ThusthesetB~:=U,”=,d”f;(rV)(Vx m! x V) 
is bounded in F for all r E N, m E N u { 0). Since F is metrizable, we can 
find an absolutely convex bounded subset B of F which absorbs all By. 
Therefore, there exists a double sequence (P~~),,,~~” iO),rEN of positive 
numbers, which completes the proof. 1 
THEOREM 2. If E is a (DFC)-space and F is a metrizable ocally convex 
space, then &( E, F) = &, (E, F) algebraically and topologically. 
Proof: We follow the pattern of the proof given by Colombeau and 
Mujica (see [3] for details). The inclusion mapping Eub (E, F) -+ b(E, F) 
is obviously continuous. Since a (DFC)-space is hemicompact, &(E, F) is 
metrizable, hence bornological, and therefore, to complete the proof it 
is enough to show that each convergent sequence (fi)j,, in &‘(E, F) is 
contained and bounded in &Uub(E, F). 
Applying Lemma 2, we find an absolutely convex 0-neighbourhood V in 
E, an absolutely convex bounded subset B of F, and a double sequence 
hLA?t.N”{O},r.N of positive numbers such that d”&(rV)( V x m! x V) c 
,u~, B for all j, r E N, m E N u (0). Then an application of the Mean Value 
Theorem to the mapping d”fi shows that d”&(x + h) = dmh(x) for allje N, 
mEkJu{O}, and x,hEE with pv(h)=O. Defining, for each HEN, 
meNu{O}, f,m:E, --f -VmEv, FB) by fl”(~vb))h(y, L ...> Q(Y,))= 
d”fi(x)(y,, . . . . y,), then&? is well-defined,&!’ E &b(EV, Fs), d”fp =A!” for all 
Jo N, rnE N u {0}, and (fp),,. is contained and bounded in & (E,, FB). 
This completes the proof. [ 
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For the complex case we obtain, as a consequence, the generalization of 
the result of Colombeau and Mujica [3] mentioned above. 
COROLLARY 1. If E is a complex (DFC)-space and F is a complex 
metrizable locally convex space, then %‘( E, F) = & (E, F) algebraically and 
topologically. 
The algebraic dentity inthe above corollary leads to the following result 
about the extension of holomorphic mappings defined on linear topological 
subspaces to entire mappings. This result is due to Meise and Vogt [ 111 
for (DFM)-spaces. Its proof also works in the case of (DFC)-spaces. 
We recall that a locally convex space E is hilbertizable if E admits a 
fundamental system of seminorms which are induced by semi-inner 
products. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let E be a hilbertizable locally convex space. L,et G be 
a FrPchet space and let F be a subspace of E which is a (DFC)-space (ji. 
E a hilbertizable (DFC)-space and F a closed subspace of E). Then every 
fEX(F, G) has an extension gE%‘(E, G). 
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